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Abstract

Purpose: This article summarizes the shared principles and evidence underpinning

3

methods employed in the three sentence-level (syntactic) grammatical intervention approaches

4

developed by the authors. We discuss associated clinical resources, and map a way forward for

5

clinically useful research in this area.

6

Method: We provide an overview of the principles and perspectives that are common

7

across our three syntactic intervention approaches: MetaTaal (Zwitserlood, 2015; Zwitserlood,

8

Wijnen, van Weerdenburg, & Verhoeven, 2015); the SHAPE CODINGTM system (Ebbels 2007

9

Ebbels, van der Lely, & Dockrell, 2007, Ebbels et al., 2014); and Complex Sentence Intervention

10

(CSI; Balthazar & Scott, 2017, 2018). A description of each approach provides examples and

11

summarizes current evidence supporting effectiveness for children with Developmental

12

Language Disorder (DLD) ranging in age from 5 to 16. We suggest promising directions for

13

future research that will advance our understanding of effective practices and support more

14

widespread adoption of syntactic interventions with school-aged children.

15

Conclusions: In each approach to syntactic intervention, careful and detailed analysis of

16

grammatical knowledge is used to support target selection. Intervention targets are explicitly

17

described and presented systematically using multimodal representations within engaging and

18

functional activities. Treatment stimuli are varied within a target pattern in order to maximize

19

learning. Similar intervention intervals and intensities have been studied and proven clinically

20

feasible, and have produced measurable effects. We identify a need for more research evidence

21

to maximize the effectiveness of our grammatical interventions, encompassing languages other

22

than English, as well as practical clinical tools to guide target selection, measurement of

23

outcomes, and decisions about how to tailor interventions to individual needs.
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An estimated 7% of the world‟s children are affected by developmental language disorder

25

(DLD; Bishop, Snowling, Thompson, Greenhalgh, & CATALISE Consortium, 2017; Norbury, et

26

al., 2016; Tomblin, Records, Buckwalter, Zhang, Smith, & O‟Brien, 1997; Tomblin, Zhang,

27

Buckwalter, & O‟Brien, 2003). While language difficulties vary by age, language, and

28

functional context, problems with morphology and syntax – the “grammatical” aspects of

29

language – affect a large majority of these children (Fey, Catts, Proctor-Williams, Tomblin, &

30

Zhang, 2004; Leonard, 2014; Nippold, Mansfield, Billow, & Tomblin, 2009). DLD may be

31

diagnosed in early childhood, but associated language problems persist into early adolescence

32

and even adulthood (Conti-Ramsden, 2008; e.g., Law, Rush, Schoon, & Parsons, 2009; Nippold,

33

et al., 2009), affecting psycho-social (Clegg, Hollis, Mawhood & Rutter, 2005) and educational

34

outcomes (Conti-Ramsden, 2008), as well as employment prospects (Conti-Ramsden & Durkin,

35

2012; Conti-Ramsden et al 2018; Law, et al., 2009). With significant impact on functioning

36

documented across the lifespan, interventions for children with DLD must address their needs at

37

a variety of ages, and support language in academic as well as vocational and social realms.

38

The amount of evidence supporting effective grammatical intervention procedures varies

39

considerably depending upon language, age and targets. The vast majority of treatment studies

40

are focused on English-speaking children aged 7 and under (Cirrin & Gillam, 2008; Ebbels,

41

2014) and as a consequence, primarily address English morphological features that are usually

42

acquired in early childhood, with less focus on the developmentally advanced syntactic skills

43

needed by older children and adolescents (Nippold, 2010; Scott, 1988; Scott & Balthazar, 2010,

44

2013; Scott & Koonce, 2014). For the same reason, the approach to grammatical intervention

45

has overwhelmingly been on use of methods that promote implicit learning, which is presumed

46

to be more natural and cognitively appropriate for children whose metalinguistic abilities are
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47

limited (Leonard, 2014). There is, however, a growing literature on the efficacy of several

48

approaches to intervention for treating grammatical deficits, particularly sentence-level grammar

49

(syntax) in children with DLD, using explicit intervention procedures Balthazar & Scott, 201 ;

50

Calder, Claessen, & eit o, 201 ; Ebbels, 2014; Finestack, 2018; Finestack & Fey, 2009;

51

Zwitserlood, 2015).

52

The purpose of this article is to provide a summary of the principles and perspectives that

53

are common across our three syntactic intervention approaches: MetaTaal (Zwitserlood, 2015;

54

Zwitserlood, Wijnen, van Weerdenburg, & Verhoeven, 2015); the SHAPE CODINGTM system

55

(Ebbels 2007; Ebbels et al., 2014); and Complex Sentence Intervention (CSI; Balthazar & Scott,

56

2017, 2018). Each approach is described here along with a summary of the evidence supporting

57

its effectiveness for children with DLD ranging in age from 5 to 16. Our aim is to encourage the

58

adoption of evidenced-based syntactic interventions and to outline future research that will

59

advance our understanding of effective practices with school-aged children with DLD.

60

Principles and Perspectives Guiding Syntactic Interventions

61

The MetaTaal, SHAPE CODINGTM, and CSI approaches to syntactic intervention were

62

each developed independently, but they share a common set of assumptions, derived from a

63

common evidence base and theoretical perspective. What sets our sentence-level syntactic

64

interventions apart from other language intervention approaches are three factors: metalinguistic

65

instruction, stimulus organization, and multimodal delivery. While each of our approaches has

66

different methods, all three provide explicit instruction about language structure, organize and

67

present stimuli in a way that promotes implicit learning, and support learning using visual and/or

68

kinesthetic, in addition to auditory, representations of the target structures. The origins of these

69

principles are summarized here in order to guide clinical decision-making for speech-language
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pathologists interested in developing sentence-level intervention plans, and to provide

71

background for what we think are areas in need of further study.

72

Explicit Metalinguistic Instruction

73

A key component of our syntactic interventions is explicit metalinguistic instruction,

74

defined by verbal description, explanation, and feedback focused on form, the functions of

75

forms, and the manipulation of forms. This kind of instruction encompasses an array of

76

instructional activities, including visual analogies such as LEGO® bricks to represent language

77

structure as in the MetaTaal approach (Zwitserlood, 2015); extensive visual coding of language

78

structures and rules using colors, shapes, and arrows as in the SHAPE CODINGTMsystem

79

(Ebbels, 2007); and explanation of language structures and how they support specific meanings

80

and functions as in CSI (Balthazar & Scott, 2018).

81

6

Metalinguistic teaching is used to fill in gaps in language knowledge by making important

82

syntactic information overt, permanent, and available for examination and discussion (Ebbels,

83

van der Lely, & Dockrell, 2007), or to bypass or supplement language functions presumed to be

84

impaired (Calder, Claessen, & Leitão, 2018, Ebbels et al., 2014). The overall aim is for the child

85

to internalize the rule and then generalize use of the rule through practice. Although an estimated

86

69% of US clinicians are using explicit instruction with school-aged children (Finestack &

87

Satterlund, 2018), metalinguistic instruction to address linguistic targets has largely been rejected

88

as a primary strategy with young children, whose metacognitive abilities are not well-developed.

89

However, a complete rejection of explicit methods with young children may not be justified.

90

Finestack (2018) found that a combined implicit-explicit approach produced a larger effect size

91

than an implicit only approach, regardless of age, at least with respect to novel morpheme

92

learning. In our syntactic interventions, explicit metalinguistic instruction is viewed as a central
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feature rather than only a useful adjunct to implicit intervention techniques, with demonstrable

94

treatment effects across a range of ages and targets, and to a lesser extent, multiple languages

95

(e.g., Balthazar & Scott, 2018; Ebbels, van der Lely, & Dockrell, 2007; Ebbels et al., 2014;

96

Zwitserlood, 2015; see Table 1).

7

97

Findings that explicit teaching of grammatical rules to school-age children with DLD yields

98

positive results are consistent with the Procedural Deficit Hypotheses (PDH), which stresses the

99

relatively better skills in children with DLD of visuo-spatial memory and explicit learning in the

100

context of relatively poorer implicit learning (Lum, Conti-Ramsden, Page & Ullman, 2012;

101

Ullman & Pierpont, 2005). The PDH claims that children with DLD are impaired at grammatical

102

rule learning because of a deficit in their procedural memory system. To compensate, they rely

103

on their declarative memory system. Accordingly, children with DLD may be better able to learn

104

grammatical rules when they are taught explicitly (in declarative memory) and learning is

105

enhanced by visual (or multimodal) support. A further argument that is less often discussed in

106

studies on metalinguistic intervention is that, although children with DLD appear to have poorer

107

metalinguistic skills than typically developing children (Kamhi & Koenig, 1985; Menyuk, 1993),

108

these skills do exist and can in fact be employed successfully to remediate grammatical problems

109

in a metalinguistic approach (e.g. Finestack, 2018). It is possible that the metalinguistic

110

intervention also enhances metalinguistic skills in children with DLD and serves as a mediating

111

factor in their language gains. The idea that metalinguistic ability and language knowledge are

112

interrelated in this way is supported by a recent cognitive-linguistic model demonstrating that

113

metacognitive and linguistic abilities have reciprocal mediating effects on performance

114

(Montgomery, Evans, Fargo, Schwartz, & Gillam, 2018; Gillam, Evans, Montgomery, & Gillam,

115

2019). All three of our approaches thus use both contextual/inductive types of learning tasks and
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116

metalinguistic, explicit instruction designed specifically to prop up areas of cognitive-linguistic

117

weakness (such as long-term memory for language knowledge) with areas that can be influenced

118

therapeutically (namely language experience).

119

Stimulus Organization: Priming, Density, and Variability

120

While we consider explicit instruction and deductive learning to be key parts of syntactic

121

intervention, we also view them as a bootstrap, not a replacement, for learning that occurs

122

implicitly. For this reason, our intervention programs systematically organize treatment stimuli

123

in order to maximize inductive learning. Priming refers to the presentation of target forms (in

124

higher density than found in conversation), for the purpose of increasing the likelihood that the

125

target forms will be subsequently produced (Leonard, 2011). There have been no experimental

126

studies that investigate structural priming in treatment of syntactic structures per se, but as

127

Leonard (2011) concluded, what is known about priming should be considered when designing

128

methods for fostering learning of sentence structures. This reasoning supports modeling and

129

imitation activities that provide a higher density of the intended sentence types at the beginning

130

of a treatment session.

131

While priming appears to be theoretically and practically important to prepare a child for

132

learning a syntactic pattern, increasing the density of models alone may not help (e.g., Proctor-

133

Williams & Fey, 2007). It has been posited that the type of task involved in the intervention can

134

interact with frequency of exposure to produce different effects (e.g., Kan & Windsor, 2010).

135

Priming provided in a context in which the learner is exposed to both the new linguistic pattern

136

and what it means may optimize learning (e.g., McGregor, Sheng & Ball, 2007). Most related

137

treatment studies have focused on word learning, not syntax, but the findings highlight the

138

potential problem with assuming that “more is better”.
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Taken together, the current evidence makes it reasonable to anticipate that priming,

140

combined with active attempts to manipulate and use forms, particularly in meaningful contexts,

141

would be of benefit in teaching syntactic forms, by increasing the density and frequency of

142

exposures to a level that students with DLD are likely to need in order to learn. Finally, research

143

on statistical learning principles (cf, Plante & Gomez, 2018) indicates that we can expect a

144

positive effect of stimulus variability on language learning (e.g., Plante, Ogilvie, Vance, Aquilar,

145

et al., 2014). Individuals with DLD may be better able to induce an underlying syntactic rule if

146

we not only make the pattern frequent and salient enough, but use many different stimulus

147

sentences, rather than focus on mastering a limited set of stimulus sentences. All three of the

148

syntactic interventions presented here facilitate rule induction by using many different exemplars

149

of target forms, with varying vocabulary, including syntactic, semantic and pragmatic variations

150

found in different communicative contexts (i.e. conversation, narration, exposition).

151

Multimodal Representations

152

anguage intervention activities can involve a number of “modalities” for how clinicians

153

present models and stimulus items, and how children provide responses. Our approaches are

154

designed to be “multimodal,” providing combinations of auditory (aural/oral), visual

155

(reading/writing; shapes; colors), and kinesthetic (touching/moving) interactions with the

156

language material. The rationale for this multimodal approach is to provide an optimal learning

157

environment (Shams & Seitz, 2008), and to raise the level of active participation, enjoyment, and

158

motivation through sensorimotor engagement (Sankey et al., 2010). Use of multiple modalities

159

of presentation and response can help circumvent any limited processing capabilities of the

160

individual channels (Birsh 2005; Clark & Paivio, 1991). Each of our approaches provides

161

instruction in varied communicative and representational modalities.
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Our syntactic interventions have been delivered using stable visual representations found in

163

written language, but also with visual/kinesthetic analogies such as LEGO® bricks. Visual

164

representations should gradually be withdrawn to encourage internalization of the rule. Varied

165

tasks within a session (e.g., some paper-based, some at the computer, some with pictures, some

166

constructive, some discourse level, and so forth) are included in order to help skills generalize

167

across different communicative tasks, and, importantly, to engage a student‟s attention, so that

168

they can sustain focus on metalinguistic and linguistic information.

169
170
171

Practical Considerations
Specifying Syntactic Targets
Careful and detailed analysis of a child‟s grammatical knowledge is critical in order to

172

support target selection. Because the syntactic structures must be explicitly described and

173

presented systematically, the clinician must have a good understanding of grammar to identify

174

which specific areas the child is struggling to understand or produce and which of these is most

175

functional and important in the child‟s current circumstances. While individuals with DLD may

176

never reach the same level of proficiency as their peers when it comes to morphosyntactic

177

language features (Rice, Hoffman, & Wexler, 2009), most will eventually “master” the main

178

syntactic and grammatical structures of the language, at least to the extent that they do not

179

present obvious problems in conversation. However, the later developing types of complex

180

sentences – namely relative clauses – often remain poorly understood and infrequently used

181

(particularly in writing) by older children with DLD (Gillam & Johnston, 1992; Marinellie,

182

2004; Scott & Winsor, 2000). But even those capable of producing later developing syntactic

183

structures remain much less likely to do so with the same frequency and level of sophistication

184

typical of peers without DLD (Nippold, et al., 2009), particularly when faced with additional
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185

challenges such as unfamiliar content and tasks that are more complex due to interactions with

186

other areas of weakness (e.g., reading fluency or handwriting; cf. Scott & Balthazar, 2010; Scott

187

& Koonce, 2014). The goal in this case is to extend performance into those more troublesome

188

contexts. None of our three approaches takes a position as to sequencing targets according to a

189

developmental order. Any recommended sequencing of targets will be presented in the

190

description of each approach.

191

Intervention Schedule

192

For older children whose language difficulties have persisted into middle and high school,

193

the issue of how much speech and language intervention should be delivered is an important one.

194

Generally speaking, school clinicians base their dosage decisions on local standards, which are

195

designed to keep balance between caseload size, severity, and student availability. Syntactic

196

treatment studies with children like those in the target population have utilized once- or twice-

197

weekly sessions of 20 to 60 minutes in length, over periods of time ranging from 5 weeks to 12

198

months, and have been successfully delivered within that schedule, with varying degrees of

199

effectiveness depending on the target structures and outcome measures. The gains demonstrated

200

in studies using treatment schedules in this range are encouraging, at least as a starting point. All

201

three of our approaches have been designed with practical feasibility of service delivery in mind;

202

consequently, our evidence for effectiveness is grounded in schedules that could be adopted

203

within most treatment settings. Systematic investigation of dosage as it relates to syntactic

204

intervention in school-aged children with DLD has not yet been undertaken, but the evidence

205

base to date provides a starting point for this type of work. Related factors such as distribution of

206

learning episodes over time may be important and should be explored relative to syntactic

207

interventions (cf. Ambridge, Theakston, Lieven, & Tomasello, 2006; Riches, Tomasello, &
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208

Conti-Ramsden, 2005). A comprehensive summary of evidence is available in Ebbels (2014),

209

and we have adapted and expanded the table she provided to include all of our current studies.

210

Table 1 provides effect sizes (when available) and magnitude of effects. Future studies using the

211

same approaches, populations, and outcome measures could compare different dosage variations

212

against the effect sizes described in the evidence base for our three approaches.

213
214

Approaches to Syntactic Intervention
The evidence base surrounding interventions designed specifically to teach sentence-level

215

structures has been growing. Here we will focus on the three approaches that have been adopted

216

in the majority of the research with school-aged children to date: The SHAPE CODINGTM

217

system (Ebbels 2007, Ebbels, van der Lely, & Dockrell, 2007, Ebbels et al., 2014), Complex

218

Sentence Intervention (CSI; Balthazar & Scott, 2017, 2018); and MetaTaal (Zwitserlood, 2015;

219

Zwitserlood, et al., 2015). None of the three approaches are prescriptive in nature, but rather they

220

each provide a tool to help professionals make grammatical rules visual and explicit when

221

providing grammatical intervention.

222

The SHAPE CODINGTM System

223

The SHAPE CODINGTM system aims to help children with language disorders learn the

224

grammar of English (although it is now being adapted for other languages), so they can produce

225

and understand longer and more complex sentences and make fewer grammatical errors in their

226

spoken and written language. The SHAPE CODING system was developed by Susan Ebbels (a

227

co-author of this paper) at Moor House School & College, a specialist center in the UK for

228

children with language disorders aged between 7 and 19 years. Within this context, there was a

229

need for a system to support older children with language disorders to learn more complex

230

syntactic structures than those usually targeted in younger children. The SHAPE CODING
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system combined elements from color coding systems used with younger children (the Colour

232

Pattern Scheme, Lea, 1970 and Colourful Semantics, Bryan, 1997) and extended them,

233

particularly by using shapes and arrows in addition to colors, to allow coding of much more

234

complex syntactic structures than was possible with those systems.

235
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Components of the SHAPE CODING system. The SHAPE CODING system has four

236

main components: 1) shapes (for phrases, such as Noun Phrase, Verb Phrase, Adjective Phrase)

237

which are linked with questions such as “who”, “what doing”, “what like” and “how feel”; 2)

238

colors (for parts of speech), 3) single/double lines (for marking singular and plural), 4) arrows

239

(for verb tenses).

240

Shapes. Each shape groups words into phrases which answer a question such as “who”,

241

“where”, “what doing”, see Figure 1 for examples and Table 2 for a list of the shapes, their

242

related question and their syntactic role.

243

Colors. Colors are used for parts of speech and are associated with particular shapes (see

244

Table 3). In some shapes, a particular color word is required (e.g., a red word/Noun in an oval/

245

NP). However, additional words can also appear, indeed, this is how sentence complexity is built

246

up. Colors may not always be used as this can be confusing, especially when lots of words are

247

included; in this case the words may just be written in black. The sentences in Figure 1 are

248

simple sentences, but the same patterns could also be used for complex sentences with each

249

shape containing many words. Figure 2 shows the same basic patterns but applied to complex

250

sentences. Here the colors are not used, or the internal structure, as the aim is to show the overall

251

meaning of the sentence. However, colors and additional internal shapes could be included, if

252

desired.
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253

Lines for singular and plural. Noun-verb agreement is shown in the SHAPE CODING

254

system by using double lines under plural nouns and verbs and single lines under singular nouns

255

and verbs (see Figure 3). This helps avoid errors such as “the boys is running”, as the noun and

256

verb must match in terms of single or double lines. A double red line in the oval noun phrase

257

requires a double blue line in the diamond auxiliary or copula (which goes with are or were). If

258

there are two entities in the oval (and hence two red lines in total, e.g., one under boy and one

259

under dog) a double line is required in the diamond. This can help prevent errors such as “the

260

boy and his dog is running” as the single line under “is” doesn‟t match the two red lines in the

261

oval.

262

Arrows. Verb morphology is indicated by underlining verbs (in blue) and using arrows (see

263

Figure 4). Tensed verbs have vertical arrows, with a vertical arrow in the middle of the line for

264

present tense and at the left-hand end for past tense. The progressive participle has a zigzag

265

under “–ing” to represent the continuous aspect. Children are taught that every sentence must

266

have “a down arrow” i.e., a tensed verb) and this has to match the time arrows on any “when”

267

triangle.

268

Practicalities of introducing and using the SHAPE CODING system. The SHAPE

269

CODING system is a flexible tool which can be used to teach whichever aspect of morphosyntax

270

is the current target for the child. Thus, the first step is for the SLP to decide which area to focus

271

on and this will depend on which specific areas the child is struggling to understand or produce

272

and which of these is most functional and important in the child‟s current circumstances, for

273

example, which will help the child communicate or access and participate in lessons better.

274

These decisions are separate from decisions about which methods to use. Once the SLP has

275

chosen a target, the SHAPE CODING system may help them show the child how the rules for
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that structure work. It is likely that only some aspects of the SHAPE CODING system will be

277

required, depending on which structure is targeted, and only those aspects need to be taught.

278

Others can be added in later as other targets are introduced.

279

15

The SHAPE CODING system is introduced to children using complete sentences, usually

280

using structures they can already produce and understand. The starting point will depend on what

281

structures are targeted, but given that many grammatical targets for children with DLD involve

282

verbs, the most common starting point is probably a simple subject-verb sentence, for example

283

“the man is laughing”. This would normally be introduced in the present progressive (even if the

284

child usually omits the auxiliary, this would still be shown, but would not be a focus in the initial

285

stages). The initial focus is for the child to understand that the person or thing doing the action

286

(“the man”) goes in the oval and answers the question “who/what?”, while the action

287

“laughing”), goes in the hexagon and answers the question “what doing?”. This can be done by

288

turning shapes around which have the question on the back and the phrase on the front, so that

289

they see the direct connection between the question and the answer. Laminated shapes work well

290

for this and the SHAPE CODING app also aims to re-create this by flipping the shape following

291

a long hold to reveal the question. Omissions of determiners “the”, possessive pronouns “my” or

292

progressive endings “-ing” are less important at this stage and can be a focus of later

293

intervention.

294

A key early step when using the SHAPE CODING system is for the children to understand

295

the link between a question e.g., “who”) and its answer e.g., “the man”, or “the dog”, or

296

“Sam”). It is also important that the children do not think that each shape contains a single word,

297

so a next step may be to introduce subject-verb-object sentences e.g., “the dog is chewing a

298

bone”) and show that the answer to the question “what is the dog doing”, is “chewing a bone”,
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299

thus, more than one word. The rectangle may or may not be put around “a bone” depending on

300

whether the SLP wants to focus on this (for example, this may be desirable if the focus will be on

301

verb argument structure or increasing sentence length, but may not be necessary if the focus will

302

be on tense or agreement).

303
304
305

When teaching the child a new grammatical structure or rule, the following sequence may
be used.
1. the SLP introduces the target structure and grammatical rule using the SHAPE CODING

306

system and demonstrates its meaning (often using small figures which can be placed on the

307

relevant shapes and also act out the meaning).

308

2. Templates for that structure may be created using the shapes, colors, arrows and/or lines

309

as appropriate to the target. These may be on paper, or may be separate laminated shapes which

310

can be written on, or could be on a computer screen, or on the SHAPE CODING app.

311

3. the adult and child take turns to create sentences which match the shape template, either

312

orally, or written, or drawn on laminated shapes, or on the app. Suitable words which can go in

313

different shapes could be discussed in advance if these are not already available (as they are in

314

the app), or the adult/child could think of words on the spot. This is often preferable if within the

315

child‟s capability as it is more creative and shows the flexibility and power of language, leading

316

to sentences which are of interest or amusing to the child which in turn leads to increased

317

motivation. While the app already has built in suggested words for each shape, it is also possible

318

to add custom words of interest to the child.

319
320

4. the adult/child acts out the other‟s sentence using small figures which can be placed on
the oval and rectangle shapes to help work out which role they play in the sentence (this is
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321

particularly important for children whose targets involve comprehension, but for those with

322

expressive targets this is also helpful to show how their grammatical errors can affect meaning).

323

5. Any errors which cause a change in meaning, or which result in a pattern which does not

324
325

match the sentence template are discussed and corrected.
6. The shape templates are removed and the sentence structure produced and acted out if

326

applicable. The aim of this is for the child to internalize the structures. Then the shape templates

327

are brought back into view and accuracy of both production and comprehension are checked with

328

the template.

329

7. At the generalization stage, the adult may set up situations where the targeted structures

330

are likely to be used or where instructions including the target need to be followed and then

331

praise any use or correct comprehension of the target, or correct errors by referring to the rules

332

e.g., “oops, you missed a diamond then” or “the dog was in the oval. So the dog is doing the

333

action, not the cat”). The shape templates could be brought back if mentioning the rules does not

334

lead to correct production or comprehension. A cueing hierarchy could also be used (see Calder,

335

Claessen, & Leitão, 2018 and Calder et al., this issue).

336

Evidence base for the SHAPE CODING system. The effectiveness of the SHAPE

337

CODING system has been investigated in a small but growing number of studies which are

338

summarized in Table 1. In contrast to most interventions, these studies include some which focus

339

on comprehension. The intervention studies include two small-scale Randomized Control Trials

340

(Ebbels, van der Lely, & Dockrell, 2007; Ebbels et al., 2014). In both of these, those children

341

receiving intervention using the SHAPE CODING system improved significantly more than

342

controls who received intervention on other areas of language. The first RCT involved 27

343

participants with DLD aged 11-16 (Ebbels, van der Lely, & Dockrell, 2007) and investigated
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344

production of verb argument structure and compared 4.5 hours of intervention (30 minutes

345

weekly for 9 weeks) using the SHAPE CODING system (called semantic-syntactic therapy in

346

the study) with intervention focusing on verb semantic representations. The progress of

347

participants in these groups was compared with that of participants receiving a control

348

intervention of equal intensity and length on an unrelated area. Both methods were based on

349

detailed hypotheses regarding the underlying reasons for the participants‟ difficulties with verb

350

argument structure and both groups made significant progress in verb argument structure, unlike

351

the control group. Progress in the intervention groups also generalized to non-taught verbs and

352

was maintained three months after intervention ceased.

353

The second RCT ( Ebbels, Maric, Murphy, & Turner, 2014) involved 14 participants with

354

DLD also aged 11-16 years and focused on comprehension of coordinating conjunctions (but

355

not, neither nor, not only but also) for 30 minutes weekly for 8 weeks (4 hours). The results

356

showed those in the intervention group improved their comprehension of the targeted

357

conjunctions significantly more than the waiting controls. The waiting controls had received

358

equal amounts of intervention on other areas of language, but when they too received

359

intervention using the SHAPE CODING system focused on the target area, they then also made

360

progress. Progress also led to increased scores on the Test of Reception of Grammar (TROG-2,

361

Bishop, 2003). Analyses of child-related factors (including non-verbal and visual processing

362

abilities) revealed no significant predictors of response to intervention.

363

Other smaller, less robust studies have also been carried out into the effectiveness of the

364

SHAPE CODING system. Ebbels and van der Lely (2001) used a multiple baseline design and

365

aimed to improve expression and comprehension of passives and „wh‟ questions in four

366

adolescents with DLD (aged 11-14 years). Three of the four participants showed significant
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367

progress in both their comprehension and production of passives after 10 hours of intervention.

368

Intervention on “wh” questions lasted for 20 hours. Two participants had difficulties

369

comprehending „wh‟ questions pre-intervention and both showed significant progress in this

370

area. All four participants showed short-term progress with the production of „wh‟ questions, but

371

only one participant maintained this at a significant level by follow-up. The three participants

372

who responded best participated in a follow-up study (Ebbels, 2007) targeting comprehension of

373

the dative construction (e.g., the boy is giving the girl the rabbit) and „wh‟ comparative questions

374

(e.g., what is bigger than a cat? vs. what is a cat bigger than?). All three received intervention

375

on datives, but only two received intervention for wh-comparatives due to a change of SLP. Two

376

of the three participants showed significant progress in their comprehension of dative

377

constructions. The third was hypothesised to have additional short-term memory difficulties

378

which made progress on this area more difficult, due to the need to remember the order of three

379

key nouns. However, this participant made significant progress in comprehension of „wh‟

380

comparative questions, as did the other participant who was taught this structure.

381

The majority of the studies of the SHAPE CODING system have been with secondary aged

382

children. However, recent studies have investigated its effectiveness with younger children with

383

DLD for improving the use of the past tense (Calder, Claessen, & Leitão, 2018; Kulkarni, Pring,

384

& Ebbels, 2014, Calder et al., this issue). Kulkarni et al. (2014) carried out a multiple baseline

385

design with two children aged 8;11 and 9;4 and found significant gains after 5-8 hours of

386

intervention. The studies by Calder et al. (2018; this issue) involved participants aged 5;10-7;0

387

years and combined the SHAPE CODING system with a systematic cueing hierarchy resulting in

388

significant progress in the use of the past tense after 5 (2018) or 10 hours of intervention (this

389

issue) for the majority of the participants.
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Complex Sentence Intervention (CSI)

391

Complex Sentence Intervention (CSI; Balthazar & Scott, 2017, 2018) was developed in

392

order to help children with DLD aged 10 and up meet the syntactic demands of the academic

393

environment. The aim of CSI is increased use and variety of complex sentences, focusing on

394

complexity created through subordinate clauses. The CSI protocol teaches the three types of

395

subordinate clauses that account for the large majority of complex sentences found in texts and

396

in the spoken and written output of mature language users: adverbial clauses, object complement

397

clauses (clauses in object position), and relative clauses (Loban, 1976; Perera, 1984; Scott,

398

1988). Each type of subordinate clause is taught in two-clause sentences in order to maximize

399

focus on the relationship between the main and subordinate clauses. Each session is organized to

400

provide explicit descriptions and practice in identifying and manipulating clauses.

401

Contextualized practice using material from curriculum-based texts and common academic tasks

402

is also included in order to expand and deepen conceptual foundations that contribute to

403

functional use and comprehension.

404

Adverbial clauses. In sentences with adverbial clauses, a subordinate clause is joined to a

405

main clause, usually with a conjunction such as although, while, whereas, because, if, unless,

406

and so forth. Adverbial conjunction words encode logical relationships. These types of clauses

407

expand on the verb in the main clause by adding information about relationships including time,

408

cause, manner, or place. The default position of an adverbial clause is after the main clause

409

(right-branching, for example Student grades will be posted tomorrow even though Professor

410

Jones is on medical leave); however, adverbial clauses can be placed before the main clause in

411

order to emphasize it, or to provide transitions between sentences (left-branching, for example,

412

Even though Professor Jones is on medical leave, student grades will be posted tomorrow). Left-
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branching adverbial clauses, also referred to as “fronted adverbials,” are later developing and

414

much more prominent in literate than conversational language.

415
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The key features to explain are (1) that the adverbial clause will tell more about the main

416

clause, such as the time, cause, place, or manner of something that happened; (2) the adverbial

417

clause will usually start with an adverbial conjunction; and (3) adverbial clauses often come after

418

the main clause, but they can come before it, too. It is a good idea to provide a list of the

419

adverbial conjunction words to use during instructional activities.

420

Object complement clauses. A second type of subordination is an object complement

421

clause, in which the object of the main clause verb is a whole clause rather than just a noun

422

phrase. These types of clauses often begin with that, but the word is optional, and, if taken away,

423

the sentence is still grammatical. Other words that begin object complement clauses include

424

question words such as what, when, who, and where. Note that not all verbs with an argument

425

structure including direct objects can “take” an object complement, and the ones that do tend to

426

be verbs referring to state of being or communicative acts (stative and reportative verbs, such as

427

be, let, tell, say, and exclaim) or that code mental states (cognitive state verbs, metalinguistic

428

verbs) such as think, know, conclude, decide, and predict. This group of verbs is important in

429

academic language because they allow writers to address processes, ideas, and opinions as

430

objects.

431

A list of verbs that take object complements, drawn from grade-level curriculum materials,

432

can be a helpful visual reminder during instructional activities. Since object complements take

433

many forms, it may be also be helpful to show the different patterns (see Balthazar & Scott,

434

2017). An explanation could include telling the student that (1) some verbs help us talk about

435

feelings, thoughts, senses, and mental activities; (2) these verbs can have object complement
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436

clauses after them; (3) that the object complement tells what; and (4) there is more than one way

437

to make an object complement clause.

438

Relative clauses. Relative clauses, the third type of subordinate clause, follow a noun and

439

provide additional information about that noun. Typically, they begin with a relative pronoun,

440

(that, who, whose, which), as in (1), but that can be optional, and sometimes the clause is further

441

reduced, as in (2).

442
443
444
445

(1) Forty-five milligrams is the maximum daily intake that is recommended by the Food and
Drug Administration.
(2) Forty-five milligrams is the maximum daily intake that is recommended by the Food and
Drug Administration.

446

Relative clauses can be classified into four types, depending on their position in the main

447

clause and whether the relative pronoun, which is always the head of the relative clause, is the

448

semantic subject or object of the subordinate clause. When a relative clause modifies a subject

449

noun, it interrupts the subject and verb, as in (3). These are often called center-embedded

450

relatives, and they are among the later-developing and more challenging types of relative clauses

451

for children with DLD, especially if they have poor auditory memory.

452

(3) Almost all of the money that search engines make is based on the keywords you type in.

453

Relative clauses also vary in another important way, namely, whether the relative pronoun

454

replaces the subject of the relative clause, as in (1), or the object, as in (3). Object relative clauses

455

tend to be more difficult, because the relative pronoun occurs in subject position of the clause but

456

actually replaces a noun in the object position which is no longer visible.

457
458

The key features to explain are (1) that a relative clause tells more about a noun; (2) that it
always follows the noun that it tells about; (3) that it can be after the subject noun or an object
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noun; and (4) that it usually starts with a relative pronoun. It is a helpful to provide a list of the

460

relative pronouns for the student to use during instructional activities.

461
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Session components. The features of the target subordinate clause are first explained

462

verbally with several examples shown in writing. As the verbal explanation proceeds, the

463

clinician marks the examples to indicate the features visually (Figure 5). After explanation, there

464

are several additional examples for repetition, then a short reading with the target sentence types

465

highlighted. There are then several practice activities, including Sentence Identification,

466

Sentence Deconstruction, and Sentence Combining, during which correct responses are

467

scaffolded with gradually diminishing levels of clinician supports such as cues and models. A

468

contextualized task completes the session; either Sentence Generation, Preference Production, or

469

Cloze Production. These last activities focus on the meaning and function of the subordinate

470

clauses, by either encoding ideas using the target sentence structure, contrasting meanings of

471

alternate sentences, or recalling and reproducing example sentences from a longer text.

472

Sentence repetition. In sentence repetition tasks, several sentences with the target structure

473

are presented for repetition. The student listens and then repeats. Usually, three to five examples

474

of the target pattern, drawn from different topics and contexts, are developed for this purpose.

475

Reading aloud. In a read aloud activity, a short passage (between approximately 50 and 100

476

words) that contains several exemplars of the target type of sentence can be presented for the

477

student and clinician to read aloud together. The object of this choral reading is to encourage

478

fluent reading by providing adult support. This allows for grade-level subject matter to be

479

included without the student getting bogged down by her independent reading level. The

480

clinician reads expressively and at a normal to slow-normal rate, so that the student can keep up.

481

If the student misses a word it is usually self-corrected along the way, and the clinician can pause
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482

to allow self-correction. The target complex sentences should be reviewed after reading, to

483

briefly discuss what each added to the sentence, or how the subordinate clause related to the

484

main clause. This is an opportunity to reinforce the relationship between the type of complex

485

sentence and how it is used to convey particular meanings in connected discourse. The aim is to

486

illustrate and prime the student with examples, not to achieve perfect and complete

487

comprehension.

488

Sentence identification. The aim of the identification activity is to teach the child about the

489

key sentence features associated with the target subordinate clause. In Sentence Identification,

490

complex sentences can be presented on paper or on the computer, and the student highlights the

491

target subordinate clause (Figure 6).

492

Sentence deconstruction. The aim of the deconstruction activity is to assist the student in

493

transforming the subordinate clause into its base form. Sentence Deconstruction begins the same

494

way as Sentence Identification, but the main and subordinate clauses are pulled apart. These

495

sentences can be presented on paper or on a word processing program or app (Figure 7). Students

496

either write out the main clause and the subordinate clause on paper or highlight and move these

497

clauses into the appropriate slots on a computer or tablet device. Deconstruction is particularly

498

helpful for illustrating how relative clauses, which involve both pronominal replacement and

499

often a change in word order, are constructed.

500

Sentence combining. Sentence Combining also illustrates the relationship and

501

transformation involved in creating a complex sentence. Two clauses are presented in a form that

502

facilitates a student‟s ability to easily rearrange words to create their responses, such as movable

503

strips of paper or electronic media as with Sentence Deconstruction. The clinician helps the

504

student start combining by building the ideas behind the sentence and gradually guiding the
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505

student into the desired sentence form. Grammatical, spelling, and other errors are not viewed as

506

incorrect for the purposes of this task. Only clause structure errors are directly corrected and

507

discussed. All other errors are simply corrected through modeling or recasting.

508

Sentence generation. Sentence Generation can be accomplished in a number of ways. In the

509

CSI protocol, we provided a brief, two to three sentence “story” and a main clause followed by a

510

blank, in order to elicit the subordinate clause (Figure 8). This process works well for all

511

subordinate clause types, but is particularly useful for teaching object complement clauses.

512

Preference production. The Preference Production task highlights meaning contrasts

513

between pairs of sentences that are similar in structure. It requires the student to integrate what

514

they know about the world with the concepts encoded by the various types of complex sentence

515

clauses. The clinician presents two sentences which are almost exactly the same, except for one

516

key word or phrase. The clinician and student read the sentences aloud together, and then find

517

and highlight the subordinate clause in each one. Then the clinician will ask the student to think

518

about what each sentence means, and decide which one he or she agrees with more, or which one

519

is true, or which one makes more sense. Some clinician assistance is usually required to make the

520

inferences necessary to decide which sentence is the most sensible. It may also be necessary to

521

explain vocabulary words with which the student is unfamiliar; usually a simple explanation or

522

synonym will suffice.

523

Cloze production. A more advanced discourse-level production activity, which is more

524

challenging because it taxes memory, conceptual, linguistic, and metalinguistic resources

525

simultaneously, is a Cloze Production passage. In cloze production, the clinician prepares a

526

short reading passage that contains the target complex sentence type(s). One copy is complete,

527

and a second copy is modified to remove the target subordinate clause(s) and replace them with
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528

blanks. This is easily done on a computer within a word-processing program. Initially, the

529

clinician and student read the first passage aloud together. Then the complete version is removed,

530

and the passage is again read aloud together, stopping where the blanks are. The student is then

531

asked to provide a clause that fits in the blank, and write or type it verbatim (or dictate it for the

532

clinician to write). The clinician should provide immediate feedback on the response. Feedback

533

can be both structural and semantic (e.g., explaining whether the response makes sense). The

534

clinician and student can work together on a better response, and then re-read, backing up a few

535

sentences before the sentence with the filled-in target subordinate clause.

536

Evidence base for CSI. Balthazar and Scott (2018) completed an early phase efficacy study

537

to assess treatment effects and the impact of dosage on response to CSI. 31 participants, aged 10

538

to 14, were treated for nine weeks in either once-weekly or twice-weekly 40- to 60-minute

539

sessions targeting complex sentences containing adverbial, object complement and relative

540

clauses. At the end of nine weeks, both groups demonstrated an average 10 standard point gain

541

(from an average of 72 to 82) on the primary norm-referenced language measure of the study, the

542

Core Language Quotient of the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals, 4th Edition

543

(CELF4; Semel, Wiig, & Secord, 2003), with the majority of the changes accounted for by the

544

Formulated Sentences subtest scores. Performance on another primary outcome measure, the

545

complex sentence probes, also improved for the majority of participants (see Table 1); however,

546

results differed by sentence type, with the largest effect sizes for adverbial and relative clauses.

547

Significant pre-post treatment gains were not found on reading and writing measures.

548

Participants in the higher dosage condition did not perform significantly better than the

549

comparison group; however, the relatively short period of treatment overall (nine weeks) and the

550

fact that treatment targets were limited to two-clause sentences, among other factors, leave many
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551

questions regarding dosage unanswered. While these are not conclusive results, they do suggest

552

that one or two one-hour sessions per week of individual treatment aimed specifically at complex

553

sentences could produce meaningful gains.

554

MetaTaal

555

The MetaTaal approach derives from the program „Grammar in Form and Color‟ developed

556

in Denmark in the early 70s for children with severe hearing problems (K. Thyme, personal

557

communication, 8 December 2010). This intervention program targeted morphosyntactic

558

structures by using a metalinguistic and multimodal approach. The program used LEGO® bricks

559

of various shapes and colors to depict word classes and grammatical functions. Building

560

sentences with these LEGO® bricks helped children to understand and produce grammatical

561

sentence structures. Thyme based her approach on Freunthaller (1937), who developed a

562

program that visualized grammar in order to teach German and foreign languages to children

563

with severe hearing problems. Freunthaller‟s basic idea was that children with grammatical

564

problems could learn morphosyntactic structures with visual support and “pattern practice”.

565

Thyme‟s program was never officially published, but Van Geel (1973) translated and adapted the

566

intervention for Dutch children with DLD. The program became quite popular in the Netherlands

567

and LEGO® provided special packages containing all the LEGO® bricks needed to work with

568

the program. In later years, the interest in the approach gradually waned and the program was not

569

developed further. The original versions of Grammar in Form and Color only contained material

570

to construct simple sentences and coordinated sentences. Zwitserlood et al. (2015) further

571

adapted the Dutch Grammar in Form and Color program with LEGO® bridges functioning as

572

connectors in order to build more complex sentences. This new version was named MetaTaal

573

and was evaluated in two quasi-experimental intervention studies targeting production of relative
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574

clauses (Zwitserlood, 2015; Zwitserlood et al., 2015). In these single subject repeated-baseline

575

designs, complex sentences containing right-branching (sentence final) and center-embedded

576

relative clauses were selected as treatment goals. This choice was based on the results of a

577

longitudinal study of children with DLD between the ages 6 and 10 years (Zwitserlood, 2014)

578

which found 10-year-old children with DLD used fewer relative clauses (often containing more

579

errors) than the typically developing age-matched control groups. The rationale behind choosing

580

relative clauses as an intervention goal was that if such challenging targets could be remediated

581

successfully, this would provide evidence that older children with DLD could still benefit from

582

therapy. Current tendencies in the Netherlands to diminish direct intervention for older children

583

with DLD should consequently be reconsidered.

584

At this point it is appropriate to elaborate somewhat on Dutch relative clauses. Relative

585

clauses appear to be challenging for children with DLD in various languages (Zwitserlood et al.,

586

2015). The different relative clause types and functions were already explained in the section on

587

Complex Sentence Intervention; however, Dutch and English relative clauses differ in a number

588

of ways. A first difference is that in English object relative clauses, the relative pronoun is

589

optional, whereas in Dutch it is obligatory. Second, in Dutch relative clauses, gender agreement

590

between the head noun and the relative pronoun is required. The relative pronoun can either take

591

common gender form ‘die,‟ or neuter gender form ‘dat.’ A third difference relates to their verb

592

placement requirements. In Dutch, the finite verb always takes second position in main clauses,

593

but appears in clause-final position in subordinate clauses. Because of these verb placement

594

requirements, Dutch embedded relative clauses with animate subjects and objects are not

595

disambiguated by word order, as is the case in English. Such clauses can remain ambiguous

596

between a subject relative clause reading and an object relative clause reading (4).
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597

Disambiguation can be effected by morphosyntactic means (e.g., subject-verb agreement, as in

598

5), or by pragmatic plausibility (6). Examples 4, 5, 6 originate from Zwitserlood et al (2015).

599

(4) Het konijntje SING (S), dat (S or O) de jager SING (S or O) ziet SING, zit in het gras.

600

The rabbit

601

1st reading (SS): The rabbit (S), that (S) sees the hunter, sits in the grass.

602

2nd reading (SO): The rabbit (S), (that) (O) the hunter sees, sits in the grass.

603

that

the hunter

sees,

sits in the grass

(5) Het konijntje SING (S), dat (O) de jagers PLU (S) zien PLU, zit in het gras.

604

The rabbit

605

Reading (unambiguous); The rabbit (that) the hunters see, sits in the grass.

606

that

(6) Het konijntje dat de jager

the hunters

see

sits in the grass

op de korrel heeft, zit in het gras.

607

The rabbit

608

Reading (unambiguous): The rabbit (S) (that) the hunter draws a bead on, sits in the

609

that the hunter on the bead has, sits in the grass

grass.

610

How does the MetaTaal program work?

611

MetaTaal is a multimodal metalinguistic intervention program, making use of visual,

612

tactile/kinesthetic and motor channels to teach grammatical constructions explicitly to children

613

with DLD. Children learn to build sentences with LEGO® bricks from left to right and are

614

provided reference sheets so they do not have to memorize the functions, colors and sizes of the

615

bricks. The first step is to build simple, familiar sentences in order to learn the program. The

616

second step is to combine simple sentences into coordinated clauses (Figure 9).

617

In the next step, children learn that words can be moved or deleted from the sentence by

618

construction of coordinated sentences with reduction (Figure 10). When children get this idea,

619

the next step in the program is to build subordinate clauses, particularly relative clauses at the
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620

end of a sentence. The LEGO® bridge is placed in a vertical position, so that the relative clause

621

is on a lower level than the main clause (Figure 11). Children also learn that they can leave out

622

the relative clause, and still have a correct sentence, which does not apply the other way around,

623

because the word order (final position of the inflected verb) of the relative clause is not correct

624

for a stand-alone sentence.

625

The last step in the program is to build center-embedded relative clauses. Because the

626

relative clause is positioned on a lower level, an extra bridge is used to return to the level of the

627

main clause (Figure 12). This second bridge gets a small corner stone on top, and is called a

628

„comma-bridge,” because in written Dutch, commas are usually placed between the inflected

629

verbs of main and relative clauses. This is the only instance that a LEGO® brick does not

630

correspond to a word in the sentence.

631

A more detailed description of the MetaTaal program can be found in Zwitserlood et al.

632

(2015). All therapy sessions contain several components, such as explanation of the meaning of

633

the sentences, identification of certain sentence elements such as verb placement in main and

634

relative clauses, conjunctions, and the relative clause position in the sentence. Construction and

635

deconstruction of the sentences with the LEGO® bricks constitute an important part of each

636

session, and all sessions are concluded with a game.

637

Evidence base for MetaTaal. In the first MetaTaal intervention study (Zwitserlood et al.,

638

2015), 12 children with DLD with a mean age of 11;2 years participated (see Table 1). The

639

children were all enrolled in a special school for children with DLD. They all received 5 hours of

640

individual protocolled therapy during five weeks (30 minutes, twice a week). Children were

641

treated by their own SLP, who remained blind to the results from the five different criterion-

642

referenced tasks used to measure relative clause production and comprehension. All tasks were
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643

administered by SLPs not involved in the intervention and not familiar with the MetaTaal

644

program. The children completed three monthly baseline measurements pre-therapy, followed by

645

a measurement directly post-therapy, and a retention measurement three months later. During the

646

baseline and retention period, the children did not receive therapy. Results showed that the

647

children made significant progress on two out of three relative clause production tasks, but not

648

on the comprehension task. Subsequently, this intervention study was replicated with a group of

649

18 children with DLD, with a mean age of 12;9 years (Zwitserlood, 2015). These children visited

650

four different special schools for children with DLD in the Netherlands and received additional

651

special care because of behavioral problems. Four different SLPs treated the children with the

652

same protocolled intervention program. They were also blind to the results of all measurements

653

until the study was finished. Results from this replication study were similar to the first study,

654

with significant gains on the production tasks and no gains on the comprehension task. It is

655

noteworthy that this somewhat older group of children scored higher during baseline

656

measurements and also obtained higher scores during the post-therapy and retention

657

measurements. Notably, it was observed in both studies that the relative clause sentence

658

repetition task yielded no effect immediately post-therapy, but the children did improve between

659

the last baseline measurement and the retention measurement. This interesting finding suggests

660

that learning of complex grammatical structures may be protracted, and that administering

661

retention measurements is important.

662

Based on the promising results of both MetaTaal intervention studies, the MetaTaal program

663

was expanded with other subordinate clause types, in particular adverbial clauses with

664

conjunctions ‘omdat‟ because) and „als…dan’ if/when…then). With this addition, MetaTaal

665

covers the most frequently used subordinate clause types in spoken Dutch child language.
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666

Currently, the program is used widely by SLPs in special education and private practices. To

667

date, no further MetaTaal intervention studies have been executed, except for a small pilot study

668

investigating the feasibility of using MetaTaal to teach English as a foreign language to Dutch

669

adolescents with DLD (Develing, 2018). Most SLPs working with MetaTaal are members of the

670

MetaTaal Facebook and Google Discussion groups. Members often report that children are

671

motivated to work with the program and make good progress during treatment, and also on

672

standardized language measures.

673
674

Summary and Directions for Future Research
Evidence for use of the syntactic intervention approaches discussed here, with a range of

675

people with DLD and for a range of grammatical structures, is slowly growing, but many areas

676

remain to be investigated. All three of our approaches could also be described as treatment

677

“packages,” interventions that use a variety of tools and methods together (i.e. metalinguistic

678

instruction, stimulus organization, multiple modalities, target selection, intervention schedule).

679

These separate components have not been teased apart and we therefore do not know to what

680

extent they contribute differentially to treatment effects; however, it is not clear whether

681

separating elements is feasible or necessary in order to make progress in maximizing treatment

682

effectiveness. Generally, the greatest need for syntactic intervention research involves practical

683

variables that could be leveraged to promote greater success of children with DLD and greater

684

adoption of evidence-based practices by SLPs internationally.

685

Treatment delivery. With a few exceptions, these interventions have been delivered using

686

individualized one-on-one child/clinician models. Other service delivery options should be

687

explored, including small groups, peer-assisted, and curriculum-based models. Utilizing other
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688

agents of intervention, such as parents, classroom teachers and other special educators to deliver

689

and reinforce intervention could also be systematically studied.

690

Functional impact. To date, there is little information about the effects of our approaches

691

long-term on functional academic tasks (e.g., note-taking, reading comprehension, writing), or

692

academic and social outcomes (e.g., graduation from high school, post-secondary degree

693

completion, employment, self-perception, socioeconomic status, etc.). The ultimate goal of

694

intervention is to build the types of language representations that support children‟s success

695

outside of therapy. We need to determine what aspects of functioning are subject to therapeutic

696

changes, and over what time span.

697

Target populations. It is important to investigate the range of individuals who are likely to

698

benefit from syntactic intervention approaches like ours. One factor that has to be investigated

699

further is the age of the children. A certain level of metalinguistic awareness seems to be a

700

prerequisite for metalinguistic approaches. However, we do not know from what age onwards

701

children can benefit from these approaches. Expanded treatment studies that include not only

702

children and adolescents with DLD but also those with comorbidities such as ASD, mild

703

intellectual disabilities, or hearing impairment should also be considered, indeed such research

704

has started with the SHAPE CODING system, but on a very small scale (Ebbels et al., 2014;

705

Newton, Kirby, & Bruce, 2017; Tobin & Ebbels, 2018). MetaTaal is being developed to offer a

706

version for younger children, with more simple sentence frames, expansion of the number of

707

constituents/arguments, and more different types of coordinated sentences. Efforts such as these

708

need to be increased and their efficacy researched.

709

Dosage. Research on dosage in interventions for children with DLD is rather limited

710

(Proctor-Williams, 2009). Although Balthazar and Scott (2018) found no treatment advantage
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711

for a higher dosage group that received intervention twice a week, the variations on dosage and

712

their relationships to various possible outcomes and durations were very limited in that study. In

713

both MetaTaal intervention studies, the children were treated twice a week in a special education

714

setting, while the majority of the studies on the SHAPE CODING system were delivered once a

715

week. While the aforementioned studies as well as anecdotal evidence suggest that treatment

716

once a week produces positive effects, much remains to be evaluated in terms of the optimal

717

dosage for grammatical intervention. Systematic examination of dosage factors such as stimulus

718

frequency and density should also be undertaken, in order to maximize inductive learning based

719

on statistical learning principles (Plante & Gomez, 2018).

720

Measurement. Because children with DLD are a heterogeneous group when it comes to

721

language symptoms, there is a need for appropriate measurement tools to help SLPs identify

722

which children need this type of intervention and which areas of grammar to target. We know

723

that two children with the same overall scores on a comprehensive language test can look quite

724

different when patterns of language strengths and weaknesses are examined more closely. We

725

are interested in who can benefit, but perhaps more importantly, who can benefit the most.

726

Studies to date have suggested that intervention might have the greatest impact on children with

727

the lowest performance; however, this remains to be systematically studied under a variety of

728

operational definitions of “low performance” and “benefit.”

729

In addition to identifying which children should receive syntactic intervention, additional

730

research and resources are needed to support comprehensive assessment of grammatical

731

problems so that specific targets can be selected for individual children. Standardized language

732

tests do not provide clinicians with an in-depth analysis of morphological or syntactic features.

733

Current methods include language sample analysis (Heilmann, 2010) for assessing children‟s
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734

spoken or written language, and picture selection or sentence repetition tasks to assess language

735

knowledge and comprehension. Balthazar & Scott (2017) advocate for constructing criterion-

736

referenced tasks and dynamic assessments in order to increase the specificity and ecological

737

validity of the assessment. Although published methods such as these can be used or adapted for

738

any age, language, or genre of language, it requires extensive clinician knowledge and training,

739

as well as preparation and analysis, to make such adaptations and interpret the results. An

740

increased number of ecologically valid and flexible measurement tools, such as the Coloring

741

Book Test (Pinto & Zuckerman, 2018), act-out tasks using toy figures (Ebbels & van der Lely,

742

2001), and real-time paraphrasing (Balthazar & Scott, 2014; Gillam, Fargo, & Robertson, 2009)

743

need to be developed, investigated, and disseminated for use. A much more robust evidence base

744

is needed supporting use of such methods for collecting detailed information about children‟s

745

syntactic knowledge.

746

SLP Training and Resources

747

In order to effectively implement intervention approaches as the evidence base expands,

748

additional training and intervention resources need to be developed and evaluated. It is critical

749

that SLPs have access to training that provides a good knowledge base of grammar in their home

750

language; for SLPs who work with multilingual children with DLD, it may be necessary to know

751

this information for other languages spoken frequently in their countries.

752

Currently, there are some training opportunities available for the three approaches presented

753

here. For MetaTaal and the SHAPE CODING system, these include one-day courses (either

754

face-to-face, or online for the SHAPE CODING system) to equip SLPs, teachers, assistants and

755

parents with the basic knowledge to be able to use the approach. However, the specialist

756

knowledge of an SLP is required to identify the grammatical targets and when and how to move
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757

on to new targets. It is likely that others will have difficulty implementing the system without

758

support of a trained SLP, even if they have attended a basic training course. Training in the

759

SHAPE CODING system also includes more advanced levels aimed at SLPs (and specialist

760

teachers with good knowledge of linguistics) needing to code and teach more advanced syntactic

761

structures. CSI training workshops have been provided on-demand, but are not broadly or

762

frequently available. Considerable work is needed to improve the availability and effectiveness

763

of training for increasing clinicians‟ ability to identify and intervene with syntactic targets.

764

Another area of future development is resources. The SHAPE CODING system has released

765

an app, suitable for use on both Android and Apple tablets. A CD of printable resources is also

766

available and there are plans to convert these into downloadable resources in the near future as

767

technology continues to move forward. For MetaTaal, sets of LEGO® bricks, the printed

768

program, and criterion-referenced tasks are currently available, with a new version (under

769

construction) for younger children with DLD and an app under development for use during

770

therapy and at home.

771

The three approaches discussed here are developing in terms of the evidence base, training

772

courses and resources, and these three areas are rightly closely linked; as the evidence base

773

develops, so training and resources can follow.

774
775

Conclusion
The purpose of this article has been to summarize the reasoning and methods employed in

776

three explicit grammatical intervention approaches, and to map a way forward for clinically

777

useful research in this area. Considering the empirical basis for our syntactic intervention

778

approaches, we suggest that SLPs select specific syntactic targets based on careful and

779

individualized analysis. Furthermore, we recommend the use of implicit learning principles in
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780

combination with explicit metalinguistic instruction, accomplished through intentional selection

781

and organization of stimulus materials, and supported with learning activities presented in

782

multiple modalities. Although treatment scheduling and dosage evidence is sparse, we

783

recommend an intervention schedule involving at least one individual thirty-minute session per

784

week. Moving forward, more efficacy research is needed that investigates the optimal

785

distribution of learning episodes, includes languages other than English, and addresses a variety

786

of types of language disorders. As the evidence increases, practical clinical tools to guide target

787

selection, measurement of outcomes, and decisions about how to tailor interventions to

788

individual needs must also be developed and disseminated in order to maximize both the

789

effectiveness of the intervention and the adoption of syntactic interventions by clinicians around

790

the world.
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Running head: EXPLICIT GRAMMATICAL INTERVENTION
Table 1: Studies targeting grammar in children and adolescents with language disorders (adapted from Ebbels, 2014)
Source and
Design

Ebbels et al.
(2007)

Age
(years;months)
and Number of
Participants
11;0-16;1
N = 27

RCT

Language
Target

Intervention

Outcomes and Magnitude of Effectsa

Production of
verb argument
structure

SHAPE CODINGTM system
or a semantic
intervention

SHAPE CODINGTM Both intervention groups
improved significantly more than controls on verb
argument structure. (for the SHAPE CODING
group vs controls d=1.3; large effect size).
Maintained for 3 months. Generalized to control
verbs.

b

Direct 1:1, 1 x 30 minutes
per week for 9 weeks
Ebbels et al.
(2014)

11;3-16;1
N = 14

Comprehension
of coordinating
conjunctions

SHAPE CODINGTM system

Comprehension
and production
of wh-questions
and passives
formation

SHAPE CODINGTM system

RCT

Ebbels & van
der Lely (2001)

11-14 years
N=4

Multiple
baseline

Direct 1:1, 1 x 30 minutes
per week for 8 weeks

Direct 1:1, 2 x 30 minutes
per week (10 weeks for
passives, 20 weeks for
wh-questions)

SHAPE CODINGTM group showed significantly
more progress than waiting controls on targeted
conjunctions (d=1.6; large effect size). Waiting
controls also made significant progress when they
too received intervention (d=2.1; large effect
size). Generalized to TROG-2c assessment, (d=1.4;
large effect size), but not to passives. Maintained
for 4 months
3/4 participants showed significant progress with
comprehension and expression of passives. Two
participants focused on comprehension of whquestions and made significant progress. All four
focussed on production of wh-questions and 4/4
made significant progress with Subject questions.
2/4 made significant progress with Object
questions. After 30 weeks, progress maintained
for 2/3 on passive comprehension and expression,
1/4 for production of wh-subject questions, 0/4
for production of Object questions.
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Ebbels (2007)

11;8 – 12;9

Multiple
baseline

N=3

Kulkarni et al.
(2014)

8;11 and 8;10
N=2
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Comprehension
of dative and
whcomparative
questions

SHAPE CODINGTM system

Use of past
tense
morphology

SHAPE CODINGTM system.

Multiplebaseline

Calder et al.
(2018)

6;2, 6;6, 7;0
N=3

Ages 5;10-6;8
N=9

Multiple
baseline

Phase 1: 1x 30 mins per
week with SLTd for 10
weeks, plus 3.5 hours
with TAe for participant A
and 0.5 hours with TA for
participant B.

Use of past
tense
morphology

Phase 2: SLT carried out 4
sessions in class, met with
parents and carried out
session at participants'
homes.
SHAPE CODINGTM system
plus systematic cueing
hierarchy

Use of past
tense
morphology

Direct 1:1 with SLT, 2 x 25
mins for 5 weeks
SHAPE CODINGTM system
plus systematic cueing
hierarchy

Multiple
baseline
Calder et al.
(this issue)

Direct 1:1, 2 x 30 min per
week for 10 weeks

Direct 1:1 with SLT, 2 x

2/3 children showed significant progress with
dative, 2/2 showed significant progress with whcomparative questions.

Participant A: stable baseline, then significant
progress on sentence completion for treated and
untreated verbs after Phase 1, progress on
conversation task only after Phase 2. No change in
control structure. Participant B: stable baseline,
then significant progress with conversation after
Phase 1, progress in sentence completion task
only significant after Phase 2. No change in
control structure. Progress maintained for 6
weeks. For Participant B, generalization occurred
to conversation during Phase 1. Participant A
needed generalization therapy (Phase 2) for
progress to generalize to conversation.
2/3 made significant gains in targeted expressive
morphosyntax (-ed) After 5 weeks, some decrease
for 1/3, further increase for 1/3. Generalized to
TROG (2/3) and TEGI (3/3)f.

Most children showed significant improvement on
trained verbs within (8/9, d=0.9; large effect size)
and between sessions (7/9, d=0.9; large effect
size) and untrained verbs (7/9, d=0.8; large effect
size) verbs. Progress maintained for 5 weeks.
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20-30 mins per week for
10 weeks, 50 trials per
session (1000 in total)

Tobin & Ebbels
(2019)
Single baseline
design

Ebbels (2007)

10-14 years
with complex
needs
(including 6
with Down
Syndrome)
N=11
11 – 13 years

Group study
comparing
pre- and posttest scores

N=9

Balthazar &
Scott (2018)

10;10-14;11
N = 30

Multiple
baseline
design

Singular vs
plural auxiliary
or copula

SHAPE CODINGTM system.

Use of past tense
morphology in
writing

SHAPE CODINGTM system

Production of
complex
sentences
(adverbial,
object
complement,
and relative
clauses

Direct 1:2 or 1:3, 2 x 20
minutes per week for 4
weeks

Direct group for 1:9, then
1:2 for two children, 1
hour per week for 16
weeks + approx. 4 hours
for 2 children
Complex sentence
intervention
Direct 1:1, 9 or 18 x 40-60
minutes once or twice a
week for 9 weeks

Generalized to grammaticality judgement
(d=0.26; small effect size) and standardized
measures of expressive grammar, SPELT-3 (8/9)g,
but not receptive grammar (1/9). Gains on control
measures not significant when participants
combined: 3s (1/9, d=-0.05; no effect); 's (2/9,
d=0.1; no effect).
Significantly more progress with intervention than
during baseline (d=0.92; large effect size).
Generalized from auxiliary to copula and vice
versa

As a group, post-intervention scores did not differ
from pre-intervention scores, despite large effect
size (d=1.7; large effect size). 6/9 children
improved; 2 improved only after additional paired
therapy. Generalized to spontaneous written
work in class.

Written sentence combining pre-post improved
significantly (η2 =.816; medium effect size);
effects differed for each sentence, with significant
gains on average for adverbial (SMDp=.91; large
effect size) and relative clauses (SMDp=1.00; large
effect size). Twenty-four participants (80%)
demonstrated a medium or large effect size on at
least one of the sentence types. Seven (23%) of
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the participants achieved a medium or large
effect size on two sentence types; eight
participants (27%) achieved it on all three. Similar
gains in both the low and high dosage groups. No
generalization to written narratives.
Zwitserlood et 9;3-12;8
Comprehension MetaTaal
Production of relative clauses via (written)
al. (2015)
and production
sentence combining improved significantly with
N = 12
of relative
Direct 1:1, 10 x 30
intervention (r ranged between - 0.53 and - 0.60;
Single baseline
clauses
minutes twice a week for medium effect size). Elicited production (without
design
5 weeks
written prompts) and comprehension of relative
clauses did not improve. Maintained for 3
months.
Zwitserlood
9;7 - 15;11
Comprehension MetaTaal
Production of relative clauses via (written)
(2015)
and production
sentence combining improved significantly with
N = 18
of relative
Direct 1:1, 10 x 30
intervention (r ranged between .40 and .50;
Single baseline
clauses
minutes twice a week for medium size effects). Elicited production (without
design
5 weeks
written prompts) and comprehension of relative
clauses did not improve. Maintained for 3
months.
Notes. a Effect sizes in each of these studies were reported for different language targets and outcome measures, and using a
number of different effect size metrics. While these values are not directly comparable across studies, for illustrative purposes we
have provided effect size values and magnitude of effects where possible. Please refer to the original study reports for technical
information regarding effect size. b Randomized Control Trial, c Test for Reception of Grammar (Bishop, 2003), d Speech Language
Therapist, e Teacher Aide, f Rice/Wexler Test of Early Grammatical Impairment (Rice& Wexler, 2001), g Structured Photographic
Expressive Language Test 3 (Dawson, Stout, & Eyer, 2003).

Running head: EXPLICIT GRAMMATICAL INTERVENTION
Table 2. Shapes of the SHAPE CODING system

Shape

Related Question(s)

Syntactic role

Color word required

Oval

Who / What?

External argument noun phrase

red (often also pink)

(subject in active sentences)
Rectangle

Who / What?

Internal argument noun phrase

red (often also pink)

(belongs inside other shapes)
Cloud

What like / How feel?

Adjective Phrase

green

Semi-circle

Where?

Usually Prepositional Phrase

often yellow

(Preposition + internal argument
NP)
Hexagon

What doing?

Diamond
Triangle

When?

Flag

How?

Verb Phrase

blue

auxiliary, copula, modal verbs

blue
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Table 3. Colors of the SHAPE CODING system
Color

Part of speech

Examples

Related shape

red

nouns and pronouns

dog, chair, he, him

ovals and rectangles

pink

determiners and possessive

the, a, his

often required with "red words"

pronouns

in ovals and rectangles

blue

verbs

sleep, snore

hexagons and diamonds

green

adjectives

small, sad

clouds

yellow

prepositions

on, under, beside

semi-circles

brown

adverbs

slowly, fast

flags

purple

coordinating conjunctions

and, but, or

orange

subordinating conjunctions

when, if, because

often triangles
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Figure 1. Simple sentences coded with the SHAPE CODING system.

Figure 2. Complex sentences coded with the SHAPE CODING system.
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Figure 3. Noun-verb agreement using the SHAPE CODING system.
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Figure 4. Coding of verb tenses and time using the SHAPE CODING system.
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Figure 5. Example of an explanation of visual codes for a relative clause, as presented in
electronic format on a computer screen.
Figure 6. Example of completed student worksheet used for Sentence Identification task. The
student‟s response is to highlight the target subordinate clause, in this case, a relative clause.
Figure 7. Example of a deconstructed sentence as presented in electronic format on a computer
screen. The student has copied each clause using a mouse to cut and paste each clause into a
Main Clause and Dependent Clause area, then each is corrected to become an independent
clause.
Figure 8. Example of the Sentence Generation task.
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Figure 9. Coordinated sentences built with LEGO® bricks.
Figure 10. Coordinated sentence with reduction built with LEGO® bricks.
Figure 11. Sentence built with LEGO® bricks containing a right-branching OS type relative
clause.
Figure 12. Sentence built with LEGO® bricks containing a center-embedded SS type relative
clause.
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